
The rolling hills and tin mines of Cornwall have long been home to 
strange myths and legends. Perhaps none are more mysterious than 
the spiteful Spriggan of West Penwith. 

A hideous hobgoblin, or perhaps more of a dark fairy, the Spriggan 
has a habit of playing vicious tricks on unwary travellers. Whether 
it’s luring them into marshes or off the edge of cliffs, unwary visitors 
to this area would do well to ignore the creature’s advice.

Trickery is not Spriggan’s only vice. It is not above theft, either. 
Whether that is stealing property or even the newborn infants in 
the village, the Spriggan will steal the lot. When a baby is taken, a 
changeling is left in its place to trick the parents. It has been said 
that many a child raised by human parents was, in fact, a pixie 
changeling brought by the Spriggan.
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Myths & Legends



Focus on - Word

2 Write the root words to each of the words below.

mysterious       ___________________

spiteful       ___________________

luring       ___________________

3 Write a or an in front of each of these nouns.

______ hobgoblin

______ infant

______ edge

______ village

1 Iden� fy whether the following words are singular or plural nouns, or 
neither.

word singular noun plural noun neither

myths

mysterious

parents

baby

creature's



Focus on - Sentence
1 Underline the preposi� onal phrases in the sentence below.

Whether it’s luring them into marshes or off  the edge of cliff s, unwary visitors 
to this area would do well to ignore the creature’s advice.

2 Re-write this sentence, star� ng with its main clause.

When a baby is taken, a changeling is left  in its place to trick the parents.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

3 Choose an appropriate co-ordina� ng conjunc� on to create one 
sentence.

Re-write the sentence.

Trickery is not Spriggan’s only vice. It is not above theft , either.

as               nor                if                or

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

4 Draw lines to match the synonyms.

strange theft 

stealing mysterious

vicious spiteful



Focus on - Text

3 Insert a conjunc� on into the sentence below.

The Spriggan has a habit of playing vicious tricks on unwary travellers 
___________ it loves to see the reacti on on peoples’ faces.

2 Iden� fy the diff erent verb tenses.

sentence present present 
perfect

The rolling hills and ti n mines of Cornwall have 
long been home to strange myths and legends.

It has been said that many a child raised by 
human parents was a pixie changeling.

Trickery is not Spriggan’s only vice.

1 Match each paragraph to its theme.

1st paragraph Performs tricks on people.

2ⁿd paragraph Removing property or exchanging 
children.

3rd paragraph Where it lives.



Focus on - Punctuation
1 Insert the missing comma and hyphen.

The  Spriggan  is  a  hideous  trick  playing  hobgoblin.

2 Replace the commas with a diff erent set of punctua� on marks. 

A hideous hobgoblin, or perhaps more of a dark fairy, the Spriggan has a habit 
of playing vicious tricks on unwary travellers.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

3 Re-write the sentence to show that there is more than one Spriggan.

Trickery is not the Spriggan’s only vice.

_______________________________________________________________

4 Iden� fy whether the apostrophe is possessive or a contrac� on.

word possessive apostrophe contrac� on apostrophe

it's

creature's

Spriggan's


